ABSTRACT
INTRODUCXON 2.2 OUTPUT AND INPUT SERIES
One of the purposes of building a simulation model is to determine which (input) factors significantly affect the model (system) response. A commonly used approach to determine how the input factors affect the model's response is to develop a response surface model. This usually takes the form of a K-order polynomial where E(Y) is the expected value of tbe response Y, Zj is a term in the Korder polynomial, i.e., a particular product of non-negative integer powers of the input factors Xi, e.g., XfXz, where the sum of the exponents is not greater than K, pj is the co-efficient for the term Zj; and t is the number of potential terms in the prospective model. In subsequent discussion the K-order polynomial on the right hand side of (1) is referred to as a "metalrpdel" [Kleijnen, 19821. Output produced by a simulation model for the above system will typically consist of a series of values {Yi}, where Yi represents the time spent by the ith customer inside the system. In subsequent discussions, we assume that {Yi} has been ordered such that Yi represents time spent inside the system by the itb customer entering the system. Let the service time for the itb customer be sampled from an exponential distribution having mean Si. The series {pi} constitutes the Input series for the input parameter 'service rate'.
BASIC METHOLDOIOGY
Schruben and Cogliano I19871 describe how frequency domain experiments can be used for metamodel identification of linear systems. Contrary to conventional simulation runs, input factors of interest are oscilIated sinusoidally during a frequency domain experiment. The spectrum of the output series of the simulation run is then estimated and examined for peaks at corresponding indicator frequencies. In this paper, we highlight some important issues connected with frequency domain experiments and use the example of a feedback queue for this purpose. Our choice of feedback queue as an example is motivated by the fact that this is a common component of many useful systems, e.g., models of computer systems [Som and Sargent, 19871 , and open queues with no feedback are special cases of feedback queues with zero feedback.
All the experiments described in this paper use the input series (Si}, where
and Us and L, indicate lower and upper limits of the range of interest for input parameter S and ws indicates the oscillation frequency for parameter S. Each experiment consists of a pair of runs called a signal run and a control run. In a signal run, one uses the input parameter series {Si} with non-zero os. In a control run, one uses ws = 0, i.e., the input series does not oscillate during a control run. Spectra of the output series from the signal and control runs (?,(w) and &co), respectively) are then estimated and the spectral ratio R(o) = &(w)/?c(m) is computed. If a term in (1) is significant, then R(w) should have a peak at the corresponding indicator frequencies [Schruben and Cogliano, 19871 . Concerning (iv), we shall always assume that the input parameter is oscillated over the entire range of interest (as in eqn (2)) and the only way to change the range of values is to change its scale. *************,******** **t***.f,f.**.****** ***.********.****** l *********.****.*.*.* *.*****l*******t*.* ***tf*.r***f*,***** ********************* l **.*********"******* l ***************.**.
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